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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

TECHNICAL tiMOmUM NO. 1111

!!IRE.MONOPIANE’AS A I.LI!TINGVCfRTEXSURFACE3

By Hermann Blenk

In Prandtl~s airfoil theory the monoplane was replaced by a sim~&e
lifting vortex line (reference 1) and yielded fairly practical results.
However, the theory remained re&tricted to the straight wing. Yawed
wi~s and those curved in flight direction could not be computed with
this first approximation; for these the chordwise lift distributionmust
be taken into consideration. For the two-dimensionalproblem the transi-
tion from the lifting line to the lifting surface haa been explained ‘by
Bj:rnbaum(reference 2). In the present report the transition to the
three-dimensionalproblem is undertaken.

The first fundamental problem involves the prediction of flow, pi”o-

file, and drag for prescribed circ@ation distribution on the strai~ht
rectangular wing (fig. l(a)), the yawed wing for lateral boundaries par-
allel to the direction Of flight (fig. l(b)), the swept-back wing (fl~.

l(c)), and the rec-ular wing in slipying (fig. l(d)), with tineneceo-
sary series developments for carrying through the calculations, the
practical.range of convergence of which does not comprise the wing tips
or the break point of the swept-back wing. The second problem conceri~s
the calculation of the circulation distribution with ~lven profile for a
slippina rectangular monoplane with flat profile and aspect ratio 6, ad
a rectangular wing with
latter serving as check
foil theory.

cambered profile and variable aspect ratio 1 the
of the so-called conversion formulas of the air-

Nature of the Calculation

In the aim of explaining the type of calculations employed.,the
simplest case, the strai~ht rectangular monoplane is to serve as moclel
problem.

The wing is replaced by a continuous surface distribution of liftirg
vortices parallel to the wing center line. On the yawed wi~ ‘thesevor-
tex lines are diagonal; on the wing with sweepback they are ‘brokenat the

.—
“tDer Hindecker ala tragende WirbeUl&che.lt Z.f.a.M.M., vol. s,

no. ly Feb. 1925, pp. 36-47.
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apex. The deviations of the wingprofile from the x . y plane aro to
te so small that - as in Birnbaum’s report - the lifting vortices in the
yrofile may be replaced by those in the x . y plane (the x-a.xif>i.u
wing center line toward the right, the y-axis in flight direction
rearward, and the z-axis at right angles to both downward bein~ counted
positive). This assumption is identical Wtth tho assumption @ l’rt~jqd,tl~~

airfoiJ.theory, according to which interference velocities are m)mll.
relative to the flow velocity. Quantity 7(x, y) is taken aflthe ci.r.-
cul~tion per unit chord at the point (x, y, 0); that is

is the circulation distribqtdon over span b, if t is tke chord.o:~
rectangular wing. To simplify the calculations, the reduced coordj..
nates ~,= --% ~d v = t% are used, so thatb/2

-+-1

(1’)

where ?’(’g, ~)= t/2Y (x, y) Has the dimension of’s circulation. For
7 ( E ,7) the elliyitical distribution over the span

was chosen, and for the chordwtse distribution the same functions used.
by Birnbaum in his treatment of the two-diuensiolialyroblem,

According to I?randtlCstheory, free’vortex li”nesof 3.ntensitj-

br
c(:)=— pass from the lifting vortex surface reaivard in fli[jht

;3~
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direction.
and ~(t)
wiqj by the

where V is

1111

The @wnwardveloc~ty_ w(l!-,,q) is computed.from 7( ~,q)
by the Biot-Savart law, and from it the profile’of the

formula

(2)

flow vel.ocity. Lastly the drag is obtained by the fomula

+-1 +-1
b

w ~P
r

flY(f , ll)w(t, V)dEdl-1=—

1
(3)L .~.

–1 -1

For the chordwise distribution by this formula the &a& then gives the
suction force S, which occurs at the leading e&ge of the wing; the
drag itself is obtained by putting

f

.——.
1 -~

Ye(q) =
l+~+a

and.then passing from a to the boundary O.

To obtain W( ~ , q) the downward velocity

1
i-b

i

.?

‘G-
-’b/2

is computed for one

/2 .Y’&c’

lifting filament placed in

(4)

the maxis (fig..?)

,,, ,, -,-
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at point A (with the coordinate~ x’ and .y’) beh3nd the filament.
The doulle integral stems from the shedding vortex syfltem(free vortjc~~),
the single integral d~”omthe lifti~ vortex itself (bound vortices). ‘1’ho
integration with respect to y followed by the introduction of [ ti.nd.
q gives

1 :1~~, d~:

I
+q’t :: dy d’f’Ti=— —-— — —

2flb
./

——.. -—...-..—...-.-.....——
af’~-g’ 2nb2 bf’ (g - O)~~gl):-+ .qt2t::l/b2

..—,7 ............... .

“-

-1

-1

Yoi .1-!‘ = t?’thexe %s c:btained w = 7oj%!L>(fbrmula (22a) of’I&andtl’=

theory). The two additional cylinders result in elljup-ticintegrals: the
calculation of which is avoided by a special tyye of series development.
The task is restricted to the central part of the wing, whore

67>>9’ tib, which obviously is so much better complj.vclWitIi,as
the aspect ratio b/t is greater. The choice for the point A is an
area (5 - ~, ~ + b), such that

Within the range (~ - 5, ~ + 5) quantities ~ imv.i
by
— mm devcloTed
a~
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in a T~lor series; outside the range where
. .,,

5

(q’ t/b)2<<( ~.~’)2

the roots in the denofi~tor are deve].opedbino~ally. Assming umifoum
convergence of the series the integration is made, anticipating that in
the corrsl.ationof the integrals with respect to the inner and outer re.
gion the quantity 5 cancels. The series are broken off behind the
squared terms, so that

(J---

the terms progressing with

n= 7, 9, ● ● ● In the first integral

n= 5, 7, . ● ● in the second integral)

in the integrals with respect to the inner range

all tams with
an ‘rem

respective integrals with respect
series all terms with (q’ t/b)n,
the true values of the respective
range up to the squared terms in
Suit is:

n= 7, and n

cancel.

= 5 are

to the outer range. In

As a resul..t,

omitted in the

the binomial
from n = 3 On, drOp out. Tiiiere.fore
integrals with respect to the inner
q’ t/b are developed again. The re.
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J. 1 /-L.
+. ~jf2— —- (Im

2’

3
- 1-1’2/-,L.

.Af’terproving that b actually drops out, the squared terms in
q‘ t/b are disre~arded also, which leaves only the linear terms.

—I ■m-. -mm -II — 11--1111 II mmIn-m I 1-11 I1II IllnllImlI1111111I11111IIlnlm 1mm
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. .1 . ..-
Ao’==,,, “L m

““BO””=”X

co.-=— — ( )‘~’2/+%~-g2’h4w: !?’)$

Substitution o? ~ - ~t for q’ in (6) Followed by integration with.
respect to ‘7” from -1 to +1, wtt.11one of tkle
i.nswted for 70 gives w(~ j q) for the entire
formulas for induced velocity and profile (the new
(14) from the old ones) areas follow~:,

th.me-basic fnnctimw
superficial wi~. The

coefficients derived by

(a) w(f , q) = a. [Aao + BaOq + Ca0q2]

a“o 1
1 1

z =— AaOq -I-- Baoqa + - Ca0~3
v 2 3: 1

(’) W(5 , TI) =bo[AbO+BbOq +~0q3]

{c) w(E, q) =co[AcO+ Cc0&+Ec0q4]

co
“z=—

[
APOT + ‘1

v“
3 Ce%f + .~ EcO#
3 J

--)

Ii.
,“ ‘(8)
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The
the seine

calculations for the yawed and the swept-back wing are mado in
way. The calculation-for the wing in ;weepback setting must be

made, aside from (5), with the limitation (2~ tan @
where f>o, :~<o, and P angle of swee~back:
are no data for the middle of the wing.

Results of the Calculations

In place of’(6) ijhe~~eis In eac,hcase = eq-tiatior.:

+q’ t/b)<(~ -~’),
as a result, the:c’e

(9)

The coefficients are different in e~h case; those for the straight rec-
tangular k’iJ~ carry the subscriyt o (cf. (7)), those of theyamedw~ng
a cross bar, those for the swept-back wing an astoriflk,and those for “@
slipying rectangular wing no subscript. Since the auglo .J3CJTyaw and.
sweep”backis Smallj everything is developed in powers of (3:

/- II—I ——- l-m-~
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>–, ,., . . A*:~[fi+~(2si n-l~, -fi:_, .. .. .

r.+
2fib2G’ L2

+- Wzl+ ~=’.ln(
lb(l . E2) 1

+ ) Iu J

1-

1
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t 1 rl
c = —. .——. —

J
–. ~2+.1 #(1- 52)’

2n~2 ‘——
1- (23.2 t

For

same

Po= equations (1.0),(3.1),and (12) change’to (T).

For the sulseql~entintegration with reflyect to q‘ ( see almvc ) the
formulas are o“btainedin each case: nsmly,

Tho coeffi,cients with the

I
co [Ac + 13c~i-Cc~2 + DPT3 + ECT’4]

I
. J

subscripts a, b, and c derive from the
others by the formalas:
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.,. ,,.
7

~A’= r
1- 1

<

1 1~ ,A.+..B+
-C+ D3m-+

la L 2“ )14 Z-k M-E_,

; (a)
,,
.,

\ Ba =
1

x~C+2D+E(2+ln-
)]“4 ‘

Ca =xE
\

( 11
Dim --- )12 ,2_,’

1l“’l\LC+ E-+k. I
2)

(c)
i

\

rl’
Bc=fi[-Dj

~.:
c =z B--E

1- 2~

Dc =fi~D Ec=fi~Et= 3 .1

From (13) the formulas for the profile z folloy i~ediately. The drag
is computed by (3); if A is the lift and. q . - pV2 the dynadc pres-

A2. 2sure, the formula in all cases reads W = —
2’ although the formulas

mqb
for v are no longer valid at the edge. The result was to be exyected
by Munk?s stagger law, according to which a variation in the stagger of
the lift elements is without effect on the drag provided the lift dis-
tribution of the individual parts is not changed thereby.

The same calculations were carried out for the slipping rectangular

wing with t“hecirculation distributions EnA/l-
over the span. The coefficients (in correspondence
upper subscript.

C2 (n- 1, %.3).
with n) carry an

For simplification the following abbreviations
distributions ~d their derivatives:

are used for the
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Then:

Jl) =1~fl, @ = t

[
—- 2 sin-l~
2fib2

I
I

I
!
I

.,.. .
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+ Z2fztMl

@ t

[

=—-

2Yrb2

,-

“

–.. .

1) sin-l~ ;’

-b.. 4b(1- E2)‘?t )

.

......



J3) = ~ ~
7E 3

C(3) .& L (12f2. l)sill”lg .f’’($+li4b(1; ~=))
2fi& ~ 3 \2

~lof -1753 +6~s— + !3Yr(1252- 1)
J1 - 2’

r
,-(12 :?.

4b (l-&~)\
+pB :’

(
l)sln-l $ + f3° 2 - In

L t /1

10[ - 17 f3+6f5=l+
1

J1- p’ ‘J

Jo .1- 13f3’, ‘“) tE\~ =— f3”(l + p=)
2i’cb 4?C?F

The calculation gives the foilowing values for Uf t A, nomwk
about the x-axis Mx, moment about the y-exis Mj~, drag W, and

suction f Ox’ce s :
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s

Y (t)
.,,

(b)

Ji--q-%

E’ J’i-n=

E.*GT----V

t./l-~’

.r.,..i-q,.,.~
f/ 2 4 pb Va~

o“

Y@/16 PIIva2

o

-ti2/64 pb~ Va2

o

0

Yr2/32pb2 Val

o

fi2/64pb2 Va3

Yr3/8p ao’

x5/16 p a12

x3/32 p a22

3 n3/128 p a=’

2 z/3 b/t p ao2

2 m/15 b/t p a12

2 fi/35 b/t p a22

2 YC/63b/t p a32

n2/8 pb T bO

o

$2/32 pb Vb2

o

0

0

0
., 0

0

Yr2/64 pb2 V%l

o

2{128 gkf,’vb=’

#:/32 p boz

fi3/61&4pb12

fi3/128 p b22

3 7C3/’5l2fj1+3

o

0

0’

0
._____

. %.&7
o

0

0

0
-—..-

rt2/’64pbt Vco

G

o
— —---

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

c

o

0
-—

The values ao, bo, co, al, ● . . b3, C3 are the circulations;
the letter denotes the chordwis~ d~stribution, the subscript the span-
wise d3.stribution.
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D3.screpanciesbetween the Theory of the Lifting Surface and

Theory of the Lifting Line for the Straight Monoplane

For the drag of the straight rectangular wing both theoriee

the

givs,
as aiready mentioned, the same value, The :~~~ent here concmrm? tlie
Leviatilonsin the flow or in the profile. For the theoyy of the liftinG
line also affords a profile of the wing, when the results of We two-
dimensional problem & the lifting s’~face are used. The velocity i.s

P
then

‘o
increased

--5-J
dimensional problem of
‘Lributedover the span

by the velocity valid for corresponding two-

the lifting surface, the
(reference 1, pp. 20-22,

latter eili~tlml.ly dis-
and reference 2, y. 292).

l-l

...

(c) w=
coO+J’’=(V2 - ;)

(18)

These formulas agree in first approximation with those of the Iii%-%
ing surface theory; the deviations are of the next higher order in t/b,
and which are (subscripts F and L referring to vaiues of the lifting
surface and the lifting line, respectively):
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P,

Figure 3 represents the profiles of both theories in the croes

}(19)

sec-

t ions g=o and t=+. The deviations of both curves increase “ .:

toward the edge. The extent to which this agrees with reallty, or per-
haps is merely a result of the defective convergence of the series
toward the edge, is not predictable without further wtuiiyof this con-
vergence.

For the practician, formula (19) affords the following empirical
formulas for the additional angle of attack Am and the additive curva.,

.1 A
‘Ure “R’ ‘f Ca = 1 isthe lift coefficient

, - pV2bt
2

1 11 —- ,--., ——
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Act = 0.059 ; ea, A ,~.= 0.056 ~?
-bt

Twist of the Yawed Wing and the Swept-back Wang

From the foregoing it is seen that for elliptic lift distritiution
the wing situated at right angles to the flight direction must receive
an elliptical spanwlse distribution in first approximation. If the ell-
iptic Uft di&tribution is then to be retained-for yawed or.sweephack
setting, a new corresponding twist of the wings must he eff~cted. The
extent of this twist is not immediately obtainable from.tinegiven 3.ur-
mulas. From the profiles that were computed for the as~ect ratio ! = 6

t
and a number of angles it is seen that the twist increases Proportionally I
to the angle ~, for the yawed wing proportional to ~ and for the

wing with sweepback approximately proportional to “~- i~~~). It also
(

is apparent that tinetwist must be proportional to the angle of attack
i.nfirst approximation. For on considering a flat piate with zero an@e
of attack”it obviously need not le twisted for yawed or sweepback set-
ting in order to maintain the same flow conditions and hence the elliy-
tic lift distribution, which in this case is, to be sure, zero. ~fle
relationshi~ between twist smd angle of attack is inconvenient in prac-
tice, because the twist in a completed airplanecannot be varied witln
the angle of attack. So in a given case the twist,must be effected for
a medium angle of attack. The numerical data for aspect ratio 6, on
the other hand, afford the following empirical formulas, which should ‘be
quite useful in practice; that is, for the ordinary profiles for which

a. and b. > 09 co < 0, and b. and co are small with respect tO

ao“ The angle of attack for the wing in yawed setting must be increased

by about 1.3&~ percent, for the”wing in sweepback setting by
.

1.61?4 - l“!l~percen~ Of the geometrical a~le of attack (comp~ted from
\the z ro lift direction) in the respective crass section, witbout yawed

or sweepback setting, if the positive course of the yawed wi~g (g > 0)’
is pushed forward and P is the anglte:in degrees. The elliptic spanwise
lift distribution is theq retained.

TheSlipping Rect~@.ar Monoplane.

An airplane moving with one corner leadi& rather than symmetrical
to itself is said to slip. Consider this same wing as lying symmetri-
cally in the coordinate system and the free vortices as traveling to the
side to infinity (fig. 4). For the first, the calculations show little
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—.

19

. difference from, the,y,awed
direction. Computing (a&
w, the integral

70 70

—J=—
27rb 2arb

appears as an essential

J=fi

r

=Xland

wing for lateral ‘boundary”parallelto flight
under Nat-we ‘ofthe’Calculation) the”velocity.

contribution,

For the far greater -partof the wing the first
small p; but the second value must be allowed for

‘,
value applies at
in the shaded areas

of figure 4. For in this area ~+(~-q’)jt~n~. is part~y or

whol~v > 1, if q’ runs t%rough,the”integration range -1 to .+1.
Hence, if (~ , q) “liesin the shaded area, the portion due to J to .:
W(5 , i-j)is:

..,,,.
. . .
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-J

For all bound”vortices the sheddj.ngfree vortices of which still
cover the point ( ~ , ~) (under certain circumstances to be visuaiized
as extended toward the negative q direction) induce on it the constant

70
downward velocity ~. Or simply expressed, if (E , n) lie$ ia ‘~he

shaded.area of figure 4, the w(E , ~) calculated with J = fi must te
supplemented by

1
1 /-,

/ 70
-5 /

.,,

‘1
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These integrals are elliptic again. ..Theircalculation iso_n&tte@ gince
the correction obtained flarb~h it cannot be applied, because the simple
formula for w itse~ becomes invalid at the wing edges. Presumably
the corners exhibit very high ~eloc~ties ~d hence sharp reversals in
profiles. .

The yawed wing experiences, f& Iateral’boundzn$ parallel to the
direction of flight, if not twisted conformably to the yawed setting, a
moment about the y-axis. In figure 5 the half with greater lift is in-
dicated by +, that with smaller lift by -. The same applies to the
sliyping rectangular Wingj as long as the two shaded corners are dime-
garded. The correction term for the”domward velocity, which these
corners furnish, then becomes negative for 5 > 0 and positive for
~< O; hence, to obtain elliptic lift distribution, the left corner
must be set steeper, the right corner not so steep.(per’hapseven steep
downward). If this is not Lone, the left corner gives less,lift, but
the right one more lift (fig. 5). Therefore it is impossible to say in
what sense the moment about the y-axis of a s~etr>Lcal rectangd~r

wing in yaw occurs, because without calculation it is not known which of
the two effects :-edomine,tes.

Second ~roblem for the Flat Mor.oplaneof Aspect Ratio 6

For the practice the second fundamental problem, namely, the deter-
mination of a lift distribution for a given profile, will always be the
more important one.,

This problem is treated by assuming a circulation distribution with
indeterminate coefficients, calculating the flow, prof’ii=,and drag for
every single distribution as for the solution of tinefirst fundamental
problem, and then determine the indeterminate co~fficients from the con-
dition that the wing shall ass- a prescribed profile. The wing coyies
the profile exactly at as many points as there are indete~nate coeH’i-
cicmts in the lift distribution.

For the slipying rectangular
distribution with 12 coeffi~ients

flat wing the following circulation
is assumed:
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-1-
[

+ + -1
J(

The results of tke neceseam calculattonsj ~ffiichcorrespond ‘0
tho~e of the first fundamental pro”olem,have already been described um-
iierResults of the Calculations. Velocity, profile, liftj and moment
are linearly composed of the individual parts; the drag is quadratic in
the circulation and is therefore tedious to compute ~.ncertain cases.
That the ving shall be flat simply implies that the velocity W( ~, V)
over the entire wing shall be constant. Thus at 12 points of the wiilg

the equation:



E!

+al [Aa(L) +Ba(1)~+Cai1)~2] +bl[Ab(l) + ] + c1[AC(L) + :1

+ a2 [As(2) + ] +b2[Ab(2) + ]+c2[Ac(& “ ‘ ]

+ a= [Aa(3) + (3)]+13[Ab + I+C, [AC
(3) +. ‘1

= coz-lstant (22)

must be fulfilled.
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The constant is proportional to the angle of attack a. The coef-
ficients of equation (22) follow by means of (14) from (12), (lK,1, (163,
and (17). The intersection points of linestraight line ~ = *T, k ~

with tinestraight lines q = O, A ~ J?
2

whtch equation (22) As to be fulfilled.
cause any contour is better approximated
the same tangent angles in the points ~

a curve of the third order (reference 2j

4 4
are chosen as the 12 po~n.tsa%

These values are chosen, be-
by one such third order with
= 0,=3

3
fi than otherwise by

The solution of theP..29+~.

(12 equations for different values of~ i- ““:’10= ‘
)
affords the fol-

26vtena .
lowing values:

i i \ ‘ ‘ ‘; -——’––i–––I
--~ I

j~; aokibok Co).x

.ri ,;+..

iial A Ill A {Cl )bjaa X?3Z ~ ,CZ ~iasx~ ‘ib3~yc3h ~
[

e’

U+..-+ +-—--+
~

c1 I(56J3\-L46~-o.23\ O 01 0 129.5-20.5 !7.35~ O !’0 i~‘-’o ,
.i166.81-l.461 -.17’-1.58 ..09,1..O7~29.4 -20.1 6.681 -l.771:3772jJ.li95 ‘
●3 66.7/-l,l4i :.25 -4.58 -1.0111.43130.5,,-20.1 7.3ol-5.4opl?J+ /-2.90
.5 66.5i-o.48~ :..29~-7.74-l.7~68,3l.5]-2O.o \7.37~-9.02~19.o I-3.~~r8~

—. f ! — —- J —.--..—.—_l— -L___!

The spsntise circulation distribution 5.s:

266.07 I-CW;AA[l + 3:292 fa ]forfi=O
66.07 YCJ’.1- t:[l - 0.023f + 0.293 ~2 + 0.0014 f3] for 13= 0.1
66.13 *J1 - ~ [1 - 0.077~ + 0.309 t’ + 0.0045 t3] for P = 0.3
66.21 ~ J1 - ~~[ ~ - o.127g + 0.325 t2 + 0.0076 g3] fOrP = 0.5

(See fig. 6.)

The coefficient of ~2 for j3= O, according to Tletz(reference
3), for a rectan~ular wing of identicai profile and angle of attack is
in round figures 0.320 (found by graphical interpolation for L = 3.82
corresponding to b:t = 6), whiah is in sufficient agreement with the
value obtained here. The discrepancy is due to the fa~t that the series
was broken off behind the tezzuwith ~= , whereas Betz com~leted the
whole series.

The moment about the y-a.kis introduced by the yak’edsetting is:
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..s,, ,.. :.
‘My =’-”$: p%%mnax””o: ‘“’: ..- fol?p = Oj .. .. .

lb

x 1.50 x .l~3 for B = 0.1.

X 4.j3 X 10-3 for P = 0.3,

X 8.17 x 10-3 for p = 0.5

~ increases
trailing half
well give the

.,
..

proportional to P; the greater lift is experienced by the
of the wing. IIowever,it should be r.otedthat a test may
opposite result> because

have been disregarded; they preeumabQ-
formation of the moment,

The calculation of the total drag
ably reduced for the wing in questibn,
distributed over the span and chord of

w

the
(3)

the two shaded corners (fig. 4)
have,a considerable,@hare in.the

(with suction force) is ccnsider-
since w = V tan a is constantly
the wing. It simply ~ives

w i-a
+ S =A . =A tan a=

v
TCI b2V2 tan2 ax 70.88 x 10-3 for p = O

x 70.91 x JO-3 for /3= 0.1

x 71.24 x 10-~ for p = 0.3

X 71.59 X 10-3 for P = 0.5

The separation in drag a@ suction force is effected by coupiiting
suction force alone; only the chord distribution (a) in equation
and the term of the speed arising from B are considered.

x 16.7X 10-3 for p = 0.1

x 16.7 X10-3 for B = 0.3. ..

x 16.8 x 10-3 for p = 0.5
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For P = O the theo~ o? tie lifttng line (reference 1, formula
(23)) gives:

J ( X)2 3 .xa2x+b2.
8 I p b“ V2 tan2 &x 16.CO x 10-3

~1 -. ~

in satisfactory agreement %T$$Bi?he”$’a%il~“coklpztedhere.

Conversion Formulas

The theory of the lifting line gives
formtias (26a) and (27a)):

al - %2 .3’2 ‘2
X ‘\ ‘1 )-72 ‘

Cwl - CW2

the fonriv-las(reference 2,

A w 1
with Ca = — and. C,J=— q *P~*,=- dynamic pressure.

qbt qbt

These formulas make it possible to convert the data from one case (1) to
another (2) with different as~ect ratio for fixed Ccaj that is, to ap-
ply the test data obtained for one aspect ratio to ot$er asyect ratios.
These formulas were checked for a syecific profile (GottingerNo. 389,
fig. 7) Up tO b/t = 7 to 1, and found well confirmed up to b/t = 3;
only ‘thosefor k/i = 2 and 1 manifested considerable discrepancies
(reference 4). It is suspected that these discrepancies are confirmed
by the theory of the lifting surface.

The profile of the wing (that is, its backbone) is replaced by a
curve which aerodynamically is as equivalent as yossible to the profile.
As such, a center line as symmetricalas possible is chcsen. The calcul-
ation, reproduced below? did not give the desired rem.zlte;the dia~ram
ca(cw) exiibited sli~ht discrepanoie’swith respect to the lifting line
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. theory; the dj.agrarnCa(a) showed, on the whole, substantiallylower..
lift coefficients than the test. ~is-result indicated that the-hack-
bone was not quite exact~ chosen; it sho~d perpaps be taken nearer to
the suction side, the preaofinaflt effect Of which is known.

In order to establishthe ratio of the distance of the backtione
from the upper U@ lower s~ge of the profile for tile backbone to be
aerodynamically equivalent‘tothe profile, a numter of circular crescent
~rofi~es that give equal lift for equal chord were’analyzed by the
Karmanand!&efftz method (reference ~). The Iooked.for ratio is de-
yendent upon the peripheral angles of the two circular arcs of the
cre~cent. The present ~rofile was re$ated to a’circular crescent, and
the ratio determined for these profiles was about 2/3. The backbone
obtained with this value is represented in figuke ~.

Now the lift distribution with the six coefficients ao, ho, co,

a2, b~, Cz for varyhg “.lijtis computed.,as under 6, for a wing with.
this constant profile. To tinisend the angles’of the tangent to the
backbone are measured for

mj- fi
n=’-”— 0, .%

2’

witi respect to the chord drawn below the backbone.

—

,)”:’
.,

-—---:ul=- 13°45’

n = 0:” %2=2°7’

,= A“.._o: a3 = 6° 23’ 30”
“ 2 ,,

{2) +Ba(d ~+co[Ac+Bcq+Ccq 2 +’DC,~3+’Ec q4] + a=,’[Aa

-I-Ca(2) q=] + bz [Ab(~) + ...:.]+“:c~Ac(2) + ....]= v(a+ at.) (24)
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must 163fulfilled, with av indicating one of the three values al, q, as depending upon

the value of rl. The somtion of the equations gives:

I 103
b/t a ———

02tv

6

4

2

1

-21.8 +-400.8CL

-24.0+360.0 a

-28.8+278.4 a

-31,&211.8 u

103
b—
02tv

100.O- 8.76 a

99.6- 22.92a

96.8- ~6.0 ~

90.6-120.8a

103
co 2tv

-66.6

-66.8- 1.36 a

-67.2+ 5.98 a

-7~c_J+59e3a

103 103
bz —azzty

)“
tv2

l.,
-32.2+~-76.4al&.~-123.o a

I-30.6+i38.4a ~&.4-151.2a

-25.6+ 92.4 a 156.0-137.6a

-19.1+ 34.4 al~3.5- 23.~a

-7—’

-65.4+ 37.7 a

-67.& “74.8a

-68.2+168.0 a

-62.2+210.3 a
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From this Ca and Cw---.-,.. are computed as functions of a and com-

pared wi~h’the t6a-t“&i’ta,‘whileit ~s’borne in Mnd that cc is referred
to the chord below the profile; the difference is 1°9’20”. Regarding
the values obtained here by means of the lifti~ surface theo~~ like @x.
“perinwntaldata; that ia, converting them by (23) to the as~ect ratio

cQ9 produces no substantial discrepancies in the ~a(c.~) diagrazni’rorn

the lifting line theory, or, in other words, the quoted conversion for-
mula for Cw iS confirmed. The ca(a) di~ram exhibits good agreewent
with the test, at least withtn the range of small angles of attack (ffg,
8). The differences between test on conversion formula for a at
b/t = 2 and 1 are largely confirmed.. CYoviouslyancther e~fect disre-
garded so far &s.the tneoxy is involved,that cawes the curvature of the
curves ca(~) and appears to be of signif’ica,nceesyecialJ.yfor s.mll

aspect ratios. Its explanation With the availatilemeans cf the airfo~l
theory is probably impossible, as the latter is essentially a linear
theory.

Translation by T;:.Vhnier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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